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Active Thermal Extraction and 
Temperature Sensing of Near-field 
Thermal Radiation
D. Ding*, T. Kim* & A. J. Minnich

Recently, we proposed an active thermal extraction (ATX) scheme that enables thermally populated 
surface phonon polaritons to escape into the far-field. The concept is based on a fluorescence 
upconversion process that also occurs in laser cooling of solids (LCS). Here, we present a generalized 
analysis of our scheme using the theoretical framework for LCS. We show that both LCS and ATX can be 
described with the same mathematical formalism by replacing the electron-phonon coupling parameter 
in LCS with the electron-photon coupling parameter in ATX. Using this framework, we compare the 
ideal efficiency and power extracted for the two schemes and examine the parasitic loss mechanisms. 
This work advances the application of ATX to manipulate near-field thermal radiation for applications 
such as temperature sensing and active radiative cooling.

Heat transport by electromagnetic radiation is a fundamental process that plays a role in numerous applications 
such as thermal management in space1,2, radiative cooling and heating3–7, and energy conversion8. Of particular 
interest is how electromagnetic radiation can be used to transport heat either in passive or active schemes, and 
the limits of the heat transport in these schemes. For instance, although the far-field heat flux cannot exceed 
the blackbody limit, a number of works have experimentally demonstrated that passive near-field radiative heat 
transfer is enhanced by many orders of magnitude compared to the far-field limit for closely spaced objects 
with either natural9–12 or engineered resonant surface modes13. These effects have been exploited for enhanced 
near-field radiative cooling but are limited to the near-field14–16. In active schemes, laser cooling of solids (LCS) 
enables active cooling with light by removing thermal energy in the form of phonons with upconversion fluores-
cence17 but is only possible in certain solids.

Recently, we theoretically proposed active thermal extraction (ATX) scheme that allows near-field electro-
magnetic surface waves to propagate into the far-field, thereby enhancing the total radiative flux emitted by a 
solid18. The technique operates by exploiting the monochromatic nature of near-field thermal radiation to drive a 
transition in a laser gain medium that, when coupled with external optical pumping, allows the resonant surface 
mode to be emitted into the far-field.

ATX shares many similarities with LCS, particular its ability, in principle, to cool an object below ambient 
temperature, but is applicable to a wider range of solids than LCS.

LCS was first demonstrated experimentally by Epstein et al.19 in ytterbium-doped fluorozirconate glass and 
has since been experimentally demonstrated to cool other rare-earth doped glasses20–37 and recently to cool sem-
iconductors38 and lead perovskites39. At the same time, LCS has been used as a means to measure temperature 
by observing the wavelengths of emitted light, with applications for temperature sensing at the nanoscale and in 
biological tissues40–47.

In this work, we apply the mathematical framework of LCS34,36 to create a generalized model of ATX. We show 
that LCS and ATX can be described with the same mathematical formalism by replacing the electron-phonon 
coupling parameter in LCS with the electron-photon coupling parameter in ATX. We then examine how ATX 
may be used for applications such as radiative cooling and temperature sensing.

This paper is organized as follows. We first summarize the derivation of the model for LCS. Then, we derive 
an analogous generalized model for our ATX scheme. We next explain the mathematical equivalence between 
electron-phonon coupling model in LCS and electron-photon coupling model in ATX, examine the potential 
of ATX for near-field extraction in terms of efficiency and net power, and discuss how parasitics can affect the 
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performance of ATX. Afterward, we consider how ATX may be used for non-contact temperature sensing. 
Finally, we end with a summary of the results.

Theory
Generalized theory for laser cooling of solids. A two-level model to analyze LCS has been given by 
Luo et al.21 and was further developed by Sheik-Bahae and Epstein into a generalized four-level model of LCS34. 
Models that have taken other factors into account such as excited state absorption36 or thermodynamics48,49 will 
not be discussed in the paper. The goal of this section is to briefly highlight the LCS model in ref. 34 in order to 
facilitate the derivation in the next section for ATX.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the concept in laser cooling of solids (LCS). The gain medium consists of rare earth 
emitters embedded in a host material at a finite temperature. The external pump photons excite the rare-earth 
emitter, and by absorption of a phonon, carry the energy away as upconverted fluorescence. (b) Energy diagram 
of the four-level system for LCS. A incident pump laser excitation with energy ħω is shown by the solid orange 
arrow. The thick dark blue dashed arrows indicate spontaneous emission transitions with a rate of γr and the 
thin blue dashed arrows indicates the nonradiative decay rates (γnr). εe,g is the electron-phonon coupling rate 
with the subscript “g” for the ground state manifold |0〉  and |1〉  and “e” for the excited state manifold |2〉  and |3〉 ,  
respectively. (c) Schematic showing the concept of active thermal extraction (ATX). A rare-earth doped gain 
medium is placed in the near-field of a substrate. The external pump photons excite the rare-earth emitter and 
result in blue-shifted fluorescence due to coupling to the near-field thermal radiation from the substrate, leading 
to extraction of thermal energy. (d) Energy diagram of the four-level system for ATX. γe,g is the overall decay 
rate and We,g is the absorption and stimulated emission rate for each of the manifold. The subscripts “e” and “g” 
refer to the same manifolds as (b).
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The basic principle of LCS is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The gain medium consists of emitters embedded in a host 
lattice at finite temperature. The energy of the lattice due to its finite temperature will manifest as phonons or 
vibrations of the lattice atoms. These vibrations will couple to the emitters through perturbations of the valence 
electrons, exchanging energy with the emitters. The net result of this interaction is thermal equilibrium of the 
electron with phonons in the host. When an incident pump is introduced into the gain medium, the valence elec-
tron is excited to a higher energy level. It may in turn absorb a phonon and then emit upconverted light, thereby 
extracting thermal energy from the system.

Figure 1(b) shows the four-level system of Fig. 1(a) for LCS for applications of cooling in refs 34, 36. The 
ground state manifold consists of two closely spaced levels of |0〉  and |1〉  separated by energy δEg, and the excited 
manifold consists of |2〉  and |3〉  with an energy separation δEe. The subscript “e” and “g” indicates the excited or 
ground state manifold, respectively. A incident pump laser excitation with energy ħω is on resonance with the  
|1〉 -|2〉  transition. The spontaneous emission transitions are labeled as γr and likewise the non-radiative decay 
rates are labeled γnr. The electron-phonon interaction rates are given by εg and εe. We assume unity degeneracy 
for all levels and let the overall decay rate R =  2(γr +  γnr). The rate equations for the density populations N0, N1, 
N2, and N3 are:
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where σ12 is the absorption cross section of the |1〉 -|2〉  transition, I is the incident laser intensity, k is the 
Boltzmann constant, Nt is the total emitter density and T is the lattice temperature. Evaluating the steady-state 
solution to Eqs 1–4, we define the net power density as the difference between absorbed and radiated contribu-
tions as

σ γ= − − + + +P N N I N E E N E E( ) ( ( ) ( )) (5)net r12 1 2 2 21 20 3 31 30

We have ignored a term that represents parasitic absorption of the pump laser in refs 34, 36 for the purpose of 
illustrating the concept of LCS. The net power density can then be expressed as
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with the ground state resonant absorption αLCS given by
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In deriving Eq. 6, we ignore saturation as in refs 34, 36.
The cooling efficiency is defined by ηLCS =  − Pnet,LCS/Pabs,LCS with Pabs,LCS =  αLCSI and from Eq. 6
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Other than cooling, the upconverted fluorescence that occurs in LCS has also been exploited for temperature 
sensing40–47. In this case, the gain medium is in thermal equilibrium with the medium of interest. Again solving 
Eqs 1–4, we can obtain the upconverted output power as
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,

where the up-converted mean photo-luminescence energy ħωu is now defined as
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unlike Eq. 7. For temperature sensing, the sensitivity of the emitted fluorescence to variations in temperature  
dPupconvert,LCS/dT is the key parameter rather than the net extracted power. Taking ratios of the upconverted inten-
sity with a reference is the widely used method today40–47 but for simplicity we will focus on the absolute upcon-
verted power for the generalized model here.

Generalized theory for active thermal extraction. Active thermal extraction (ATX) in Fig. 1(c) 
employs a laser gain medium containing emitters with discrete energy levels placed in the near-field of a material 
that supports a resonant surface wave. We assume no physical contact between the gain medium and the sub-
strate so that thermal radiation is the only form of heat transfer between them. Similar to LCS, the emitters here 
exchange energy and thus are in quasi-thermal equilibrium with the thermal near-field. With external pumping, 
the near-field energy absorbed by the emitter can combine with the pump to be remitted as blue-shifted light into 
the far-field18.

We model the emitters in our ATX scheme as a four-level system, as shown in Fig. 1(d). An external pump 
laser is tuned to the |1〉 -|2〉  transition. The near-field thermal radiation drives the transition from |0〉 -|1〉  and |2〉 
-|3〉 . Two of the four spontaneous emission channels in Fig. 1(d), namely |3〉 -|0〉  and |2〉 -|0〉 , will emit blue-shifted 
photons in the far-field thereby extracting thermal energy out of the system.

The generalized system of equations for the scheme in Fig. 1(d) can be written as
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where quantities are defined in the same way as Eqs 1–4. The ground state manifold (|0〉  and |1〉 ) and the excited 
state manifold (|2〉  and |3〉 ) in Eqs 12–15 are coupled to near-field thermal radiation. Spontaneous emission rates 
γg and γe are associated with the ground and excited state manifold, respectively. Absorption and stimulated emis-
sion associated with each manifold are defined as Wg and We, respectively. Absorption and stimulated emission 
for each manifold are equal assuming unity degeneracy: W01 =  W10 =  Wg and W23 =  W32 =  We.

Solving Eqs 12–15 in steady state and using the same definition of net power as Eq. 5, one can express the net 
extracted power for ATX in the same form as Eq. 6.
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where αATX is the ground state absorption for the ATX model. The mean fluorescence energy ħωf,ATX for ATX is 
given by
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Likewise, the efficiency can be defined in the same way as Eq. 9:
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with the mean fluorescence energy defined in Eq. 18 above.
In addition, we can quantify the potential for ATX for temperature sensing applications through the upcon-

verted output power like Eq. 10 in LCS as follows:
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where the corresponding up-converted mean photo-luminescence ħωu,ATX is
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The ability for ATX to sense temperature changes is denoted by its sensitivity to temperature change  
dPupconvert,ATX/dT which will be discussed in the subsequent sections.

Comparision of ATX and LCS. With the theory for a generalized LCS system and a generalized ATX system 
established in previous two sections, we now explore the relationship between the two schemes. Intuitively, a close 
correspondence should exist between LCS and ATX because the fluorescence up-conversion process in the two 
schemes is identical. The key difference between the two schemes is the energy of the extracted particle and the 
nature of the coupling between the electrons and the emitters. In LCS, phonons with relatively small energies on 
the order of meV (~10 meV) are extracted and the quasi-thermal equilibrium electron-phonon coupling con-
stants between states |0〉 -|1〉  in the ground state and |2〉 -|3〉  in the excited state manifold are the relevant param-
eters. In ATX, the extracted quasiparticles are surface phonon-polaritons with energies on the order of hundreds 
of meV, and the coupling constants are the radiative spontaneous and stimulated decay rates of the energy levels 
of the emitters due to the emission of photons.

We now examine the comparison in more detail. If we neglect the excited state manifold and just focus on 
the ground state manifold |0〉  and |1〉  in Fig. 1(b), we can write a rate equation for the two-level case for LCS as:
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Similarly, isolating the ground state manifold in the ATX case in Fig. 1(d), we have a two-level system |0〉  and 
|1〉  coupled to thermal radiation with the rate equation for state |1〉  as:
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Examining Eqs 22 and 23, we find that they can be made identical with the following substitutions:
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Therefore, the electron-phonon coupling rate εg in LCS takes the role of the spontaneous and stimulated rates 
γg and Wg for electron-photon coupling with thermal radiation in ATX.

Examining Eqs 24 and 25, we can relate spontaneous and stimulated rates γg and Wg using the Boltzmann 
factor as:
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On the other hand, if for ATX we assume that the ground state is in quasi-thermal equilibrium with the ther-
mal radiation such that
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we can also obtain Eq. 26 from substituting Eq. 27 into Eq. 23. Thus, quasi-thermal equilibrium is automatically 
guaranteed in the mathematical equivalence in Eqs 24 and 25. Also, Eq. 26 is identical to the classical result for 
a two-level system interacting with thermal radiation50. In Einstein’s work50, only the far-field form of thermal 
radiation described by Planck’s law was considered, but the formulation depends only on the photonic density 
of states and thus is applicable in the near-field as well. Here in ATX, radiative thermal equilibrium is assumed 
between thermal radiation of the substrate and the emitters of the gain medium.

Although there are many similarities between LCS and ATX, there is one important difference. In LCS, the 
relevant temperature for the extracted thermal phonons is that of the gain medium itself. In ATX, the relevant 
temperature is that of thermal radiation emitted from substrate, which may be very different from that of gain 
medium if, for instance, the medium is maintained at a given temperature by a separate thermal reservoir. This 
difference in temperature can have important implications, particularly for the strength of non-radiative pro-
cesses that depend on the temperature of the gain medium, and will be discussed in a later section on parasitic 
losses.

Results
Ideal efficiency and extracted power. We now compare the ideal efficiency and net extraction power 
that can be achieved with LCS and ATX using the mathematical formalism derived in the previous section, 
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neglecting the influence of parasitic processes. These processes will examined in the next section. To perform 
this comparison, we need to choose realistic parameters for the gain media for both LCS and ATX. Due to the 
considerable differences in requirements of the gain media for LCS and ATX, it is not possible to directly compare 
LCS and ATX based on the same gain medium. For instance, the host material for the gain medium for LCS does 
not have to be transparent in the mid infrared (MIR) should be transparent in the wavelength range for ATX. This 
transparency ensures that the near-field thermal radiation can interact directly with the emitters rather than be 
absorbed by the host material.

First, we estimate the energy δEg and δEe for the ground and excited state manifolds assuming that they are 
approximately equal. For LCS, typical phonon energy of rare earth materials such as doped fluorozirconate 
glass (ZBLAN:Yb3+) is around a few percent of the pump photon energy19. Here, we assume a typical value of 
δEg ≈  δEe ~ 0.01ħω for LCS.

For ATX, the typical thermal photon energy is higher than the phonon energy and ideally has a value that is 
close to the energy corresponding to the peak of the blackbody spectrum18 so as to maximize its near-field energy 
density. If we consider the temperature of the substrate to be 300 K and choose a rare-earth emitter with transi-
tions that matches the peak of the blackbody spectrum peaks around 10 μm, the corresponding manifold energy 
separation δEg ≈  δEe ≈  0.1ħω assuming a pump wavelength of 1 μm. Thus, we observe that the energy gaps in ATX 
are at least a few times larger than the energy gaps of those in LCS due to the larger energies of surface phonon 
polaritons compared to those of phonons.

To estimate the decay rates for LCS and ATX, we have to examine each coupling mechanism. Having estab-
lished mathematical equivalence of LCS and ATX, Eq. 7 only requires us to estimate the values of the spontaneous 
decay rate R and the decay rate ε for external coupling within the manifold (assuming εg =  εe =  ε). For LCS, this 
coupling is provided by electron-phonon interaction. Here, ε follows the energy gap law51 given by

ε δ
ω

=





− 




b a Eexp
(28)max

where a and b are constants and ħωmax is the maximum phonon energy of the host material. Typical values of 
a and b are on the order52,53 of 3.5 and 1012, ωmax ≈  ω/10 and δE ≈  0.01ħω. Using these parameters, we estimate 
the electron-phonon coupling to be ε ∼ 1011 which is within the range of values for known host materials52. 
Considering typical γr to be on the order53 of 100 s−1 and assuming a unity quantum efficiency, the overall decay 
rate R =  2γr =  200 s−1 which is much smaller than ε. Thus, the mean fluorescence efficiency in Eq. 7 can be 
approximated as:
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For ATX, the coupling rate ε within each manifold is the sum of the spontaneous and stimulated rates (γ and W)  
according to Eq. 24. Like ref. 18, we assume that the surface resonance of the substrate in Fig. 1(c) matches the 
energy separation δEg ≈  δEe of each manifold. As a result, the enhanced density of states in the near-field will 
increase both γ and W by orders of magnitude18. Using Eq. 24, the coupling ε within each manifold for our 
scheme will also be orders of magnitude larger compared to the overall decay rate R if we again assume R to be around 
200 s−1. Thus, we can define the mean fluorescence frequency in the same way as was done for LCS in Eq. 29 as:
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assuming the quantum efficiency ηq =  1.
Figure 2(a) shows the comparison of the ideal efficiency, without consideration of parasitics, versus temper-

ature for ATX and LCS using Eq. 30 with pump energy ħω =  1.24 eV for both schemes. The overall higher ideal 
efficiency for ATX is due to higher energy of the extracted phonon polariton compared to that of typical phonons. 
In the limit of large temperature, the ideal efficiency for both LCS and ATX tends to δE/(ħω) according to Eq. 30 
which is 10% for ATX and 1% for LCS as shown in Fig. 2(a). In the limit of low temperatures, the ideal efficiency 
tends to δE/(2ħω) according to Eq. 30. This limit is also obeyed as shown in Fig. 2(a) which is 5% for ATX and 
0.5% for LCS.

To compare the ideal net power, we use the form of normalized power with respect to incident absorbed pump 
power as defined in Eq. 31 and plot the extracted ideal net power |Pnet/(Iσ12Nt)| as shown in Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(b) 
shows that at higher temperatures more power can be extracted using our ATX scheme compared to that with the 
LCS scheme. However, at lower temperatures then LCS extracts more power than does ATX. These results are 
expected since if when δkT E g  the excited state of the manifold will be depopulated as discussed in ref. 34 and 
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in the section “Generalized theory for laser cooling of solids”. The higher energy gap δE in ATX means that this 
depopulation occurs at higher temperatures compared to the relevant depopulation temperature for LCS.

Parasitic losses. Thus far, we have neglected non-idealities such as parasitic pump absorption and non-unity 
quantum efficiency. In reality, these process will degrade the performance of both LCS34 and ATX for cooling and 
temperature sensing applications. We now examine these effects.

The key parasitic losses in LCS are parasitic pump absorption and non-radiative recombination of upcon-
verted photons (manifested by a non-unity quantum efficiency), and both of these processes will occur in ATX 
as well. We first consider parasitic absorption of the pump. Here, the pump wavelength here is chosen to be 1 μm 
(1.24 eV) and most host materials such as ZBLAN or YLF34 are transparent at this wavelength in LCS. In ATX, 
the requirement for the host materials to be transparent up to MIR limits host materials to those that are 100% 
transparent at 1 μm such as calcium fluoride. In ATX, however, there is also the possibility of pump absorption by 
the substrate in a simple geometry such as in Fig. 1(c). The details of how much pump absorption occurs depends 
strongly on the material properties and system design. However, it is clear that cooling applications using ATX 
will require thin substrates that do not absorb light in the visible or near-infrared wavelengths used for the pump.

Next, we consider non-radiative recombination of upconverted photons. These non-radiative channels are 
represented by γnr for the all transitions in Fig. 1(b,d) and are caused by multi-phonon decay processes governed 
by Eq. 28. Upconverted photons require at least 97% internal quantum efficiency (assuming unity absorption 
efficiency and fluorescence escape efficiency) in order for any cooling to occur in LCS34. Thus, host materials in 
LCS often have low maximum phonon energy to reduce the probability of multi-phonon processes53. In ATX, the 
mean fluorescence energy is larger than in LCS due to a larger energy gap δE, which should result in a reduction 
in parasitic multi-phonon decay processes.

However, the elevated temperatures required for optimal performance of ATX could lead to a dramatic 
increase in non-radiative recombination. This challenge may be avoided by recognizing that the temperature 
of the host medium need not equal that of the thermal radiation emitted by the substrate. In ATX, the substrate 
determines the thermal photon population, unlike LCS where the physical temperature of the host material of 
the gain medium that determines the phonon population. Thus for ATX, only emitters in the gain medium are 
in radiative thermal equilibrium with the substrate. Thus, the host material in ATX can be maintained at a lower 
temperature compared to that of the substrate by contact with a thermal reservoir. As a result, non-radiative 
recombination may be significantly smaller than anticipated despite the elevated temperature of the substrate. The 
temperature of the gain medium primarily affects the operation of ATX by setting the rate of non-radiative decay 
processes, which in turn affects the efficiency and extracted power.

Overall, parasitic losses should affect LCS and ATX to a similar extent and it is possible that radiative cooling 
could be achieved with ATX. Nevertheless, specialized experimental design plays a key role in achieving cooling 
in LCS19–39 and similar careful design will be required for achieving cooling using ATX.

Discussion
With the mathematical formalism in place and the parasitic processes in mind, we now examine the applications 
of ATX for temperature sensing. The key quantities are the upconverted power reaching the detector and the 
sensitivity of the upconverted power to variations in temperature. Using the same assumptions in the section 
“Ideal efficiency and extracted power”, we simplify Eqs 10 and 20 to obtain the upconverted power normalized to 
absorbed input power as

Figure 2. (a) Ideal efficiency versus temperature for LCS (dashed line) and ATX (solid line) from Eq. 30. (b) 
normalized extracted ideal net power versus medium temperature of LCS (dashed line) and ATX (solid line) 
from the absolute value of Eq. 31. ATX has a higher ideal efficiency than LCS but LCS outperforms ATX for 
extracted power at lower temperatures.
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The sensitivity of upconverted power to variations in temperature defined as dPupconvert/dT is then
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Figure 3(a) shows the comparison of the normalized upconverted power and radiation temperature for ATX 
versus LCS using Eq. 32 with pump energy ħω =  1.24 eV for both schemes. The higher power output for LCS is 
due to the smaller energy of the manifold that allows a higher thermal population of the excited state. In Fig. 3(b), 
the sensitivity of LCS is lower than ATX at higher temperatures although it is much higher below 500 K.

The factors discussed in the section above on parasitic losses applies to temperature sensing in the same way 
where non-idealities can lead to a decrease in the amount of upconverted signal. Keeping the temperature of the 
gain medium constant with a separate thermal reservoir is thus advantageous in reducing losses at elevated tem-
peratures. Overall, the comparison here shows that LCS is better for temperature sensing for the temperature 
range considered as δ E k Tb . If contact between the fluorescence medium and the sample is acceptable, LCS 
based temperature sensing has the advantages of good spatial resolution to local temperature and convenient 
optical detection in the visible to near infrared wavelength range40–47.

On the other hand, ATX enables temperature measurement by sampling the near- or far-field radiation of the 
substrate without requiring any physical contact. Such non-contact temperature sensing is important for a wide 
range of applications from medical to industrial domains. Current techniques often employ semiconductor based 
infrared photon detectors or bolometer based detectors54,55. The limited detection range of various semiconductor 
materials and the slow response of bolometers restricts the application of these techniques54,55. Temperature sens-
ing using ATX allows the use of visible to near infrared photo detectors to detect the upconverted fluorescence 
which are fast and widely available. Thus, ATX may enable temperature sensing with high spatial accuracy when 
combined with existing near-field scanning techniques56,57 by upconverting thermal radiation to near infrared or 
visible wavelengths for detection without requiring any physical contact with the sample.

Summary
In summary, this work outlines the generalized theory of ATX and demonstrates a mathematical equivalence 
between LCS and ATX. With this equivalence, we compare the ideal efficiencies and up-converted power 
achieved for LCS with ATX. We find ATX potentially advantageous at higher temperatures for which the energy 
gap δE ~ kbT. The generalized model for ATX presented here will thus advance the understanding and application 
of utilizing active processes to manipulate near-field thermal radiation for thermal management.

Figure 3. (a) Normalized upconverted power versus temperature for LCS (dashed line) and ATX (solid line) 
from Eq. 32. (b) Sensitivity of upconverted fluorescence versus sensing temperature of LCS (dashed line) and 
ATX (solid line) from the absolute value of Eq. 33. ATX has a higher sensitivity than LCS at higher temperatures 
but LCS outperforms ATX for extracted power for the temperature range considered.
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